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ONE OF THE GREATEST CHALLENGES for flight trainers is matching stu-

dents to instructors, and that combination to available aircraft. Mix in weather-related delays, limited office hours, aircraft maintenance requirements
and pilot personalities, and the resulting concoction can burden any flight
training school or club.
Victoria Flying Club (VFC) manager Gerry Mants has assessed several
electronic systems for student bookings and chose GenAv’s Probook software
because it is so user friendly and relatively inexpensive considering its power.
(ProBook ONLINE is an optional component available to ProBook users—
for schools that wish to have a distance Internet-booking capability.)
Program developer Stephane Way invested years developing the product,
and additional time working with VFC staff to personalize and customize
features to VFC’s requirements. In fact, the program has been evolving so
much with enhanced features that it was somewhat challenging for this writer
to assess the software as newer, better versions kept eclipsing the older ones.
GenAv ProBook excels because it is far more than just a method for clients
to book flight time, an instructor and aircraft. The scope of the programming
allows a flight school to integrate bookings, training schedules and record
keeping in one complete Windows environment.
A few examples will illustrate the utility of the
package.Students can log onto the booking system via
VFC’s web site 24 hours a day, seven days a week and
schedule flights without the need of a receptionist to
take their calls and peruse the booking sheets. Let’s say
a VFC student is working on his commercial licence.
He can make an entry on the screen (essentially, the
school’s virtual booking sheet), noting that he can accept ride-along or “cost sharing” passengers and other
pilots to help subsidize his flying training. Another pilot can view the same booking sheet online and decide
whether she wants to e-mail the PIC who has booked a
flight to see if he will accept a ride-along. Quite frankly,
ProBook’s features are so numerous and extremely capable, it isn’t within the scope of this review to cover
their diversity.
GenAv’s mission is to reduce workload for instructors, dispatchers and management staff through the use
of computers and real-time booking data. Many tasks
such as answering the phone, taking or changing bookings, filling out pilot training records, and recording
flight times can be shifted to the computer.
Examples of power
When a student or other pilot makes a booking at the
school or over the Internet, she can instantly learn the
aircraft and instructor availability, specify her planned aircraft use and any
special instructions—such as equipment needed: fuel load, headsets, chocks,
tie-downs, etc. The flight school computer then checks her medical validation, currency and other data to immediately approve or reject the booking.
If another pilot wants that same time slot and aircraft, he can input a waiting
list request, and an e-mail will be sent if a cancellation occurs advising of the
availability. Dispatch receives a flag on the computer with any booking or
cancellation and can immediately communicate with the individual.

ProBook’s on-site electronic booking sheet (main screen) splits into
two parts with the bottom half becoming the dispatch console (not
shown). Detailed booking information can be easily retrieved simply
by double-clicking on any colour-coded time slot. Top, inset: An indiv
idual booking record lists all relevant data, including flight duration,
total current and predicted air time of the aircraft for maintenance
scheduling purposes, customer’s telephone, e-mail, equipment needs
and more.
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G E N AV P R O B O O K
ALLOWS A FLIGHT SCHOOL
T O I N T E G R AT E B O O K I N G S ,
TRAINING SCHEDULES
AND RECORD KEEPING
IN ONE COMPLETE
S O F T W A R E PA C K A G E .

Above: ProBook is very easy to customize to different school/charter requirements. For example, this
window allows set-up of flight/booking, services/
equipment, destinations and any ride-along options.
Right: Activity Log screen: keep track of who, when
and where (on-site terminal or Internet) bookings
are being made.

Booking times show in different colours that are set
by the school, with the names of the aircraft occupants
listed within the block, so a glance at the computer
provides all necessary information for staff members.
At VFC, they have the system very effectively programmed so the following colours and tasks are displayed for each aircraft: maintenance/orange, solo/green, private training/
blue, and so on. Categories detailing instructor or aircraft availability are
IFR flight, ground instruction, flight test, staff meeting and other designations as desired by the user. The program’s flexibility allows schools to
easily add or delete items and categories to fit their specific needs.
An instructor would be able to enter hobbs time, flight up and down
times, and these data would be saved in relevant databases for processing by
management and general record keeping. If the instructor has a portable,
pen-based computer, he could upload the information into the database
using a personal digital assistant (PDA) from the cockpit. No bathroom
stops for the hard working! Flight times, student training records, accounting information, preparatory ground instruction and other information could
easily be entered.
The scope of this offering and the ability of the computer to aid in data
analysis gives senior management a useful tool to conduct insightful assessments of individual students or all customers to detect trends and any developing problems. For instance, there may be specific issues with an instructor or a
weak area in the training program that flight tests are discovering. These
records can also be handy when students graduate to higher levels of training
and a new instructor may be assigned—one who wants a synopsis of the
previous difficulties experienced by the student. In a world where almost
every aviation student and instructor is comfortable and conversant with computers, digital record keeping is a logical and easy transition for flight schools.
More diverse management capabilities
Since ProBook is a computer-based set of programs, large memory capabilities can readily be combined with time and date information to provide management not only a scheduling capability but also a means of advising when
pilot currency checks or impending medical expirations are approaching.

ProBook booking sheets display local twilight hours to allow staff to
determine when night checkouts are required. The system will ensure the
pilot has a valid night rating and will decline the booking if not.
The real-time booking capability lets a school monitor activity on the
screen as it happens. The “point and click” display allows any person with
computer access to make and delete bookings. The system is protected with
passwords and access codes so any entry or changes are possible only for
those students with assigned personal codes.
Perhaps the heart of the system for a training organization is the dispatch
software which monitors Internet bookings and flight events and can be accessed
by any staff member who knows the system password. ProBook not only
monitors staff, students and their bookings, but also aircraft in the inventory. A
scheduling program provides a countdown to each aircraft’s next routine
maintenance or inspection. With accurate pilot and aircraft time/date management, the likelihood of exceeding expiry dates for pilot medicals, licences or
aircraft airworthiness dates is minimized. A violation of any of these is something that could become a consideration in the case of an accident. Perhaps, in
time, organizations using ProBook might be able to qualify for lower insurance premiums by more accurately monitoring their business.
Analysing revenue and resources can be a challenging task for overworked flying school management and clubs who are too often satisfying
government paper work demands and solving other problems. More often
than not, this trend analysis never gets accomplished and major problems
arise that could easily have been resolved when they were minor. ProBook
provides immediate information for the efficient management of revenue
and resources. No more need to burn the midnight oil attempting to assess
trends—it’s all part of the package.
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VFC’s Gerry Mants points out that his staff are able to sign onto the system
from all of their LAN workstations, allowing them to directly and quickly
serve customer needs. Improved productivity provides benefits for everyone
from staff to customers.
How it works
ProBook accounts are divided into five categories, each with differing functions and security privileges.
The management/staff account has the ability to customize the ProBook
program with the addition or deletion of instructors and aircraft, booking
availability, types of training flights available, password management and
governance of the statistical data concerning the school.
One level down, dispatch authority allows the viewing of flight events and
bookings and provides, if necessary, confirmation for booking requests. This
protocol can be configured to allow the server to immediately approve booking
requests. Alternatively, the confirmation can be sent instead by the dispatch
staff. The approved staff would also have the ability to issue “flight sheets” to
students/pilots prior to flight. These include data such as emergency contact
number, expected date and time of return, additional equipment requirements
and special instructions.
In the category titled “internal staff customized accounts,” approved individuals are able to use a generic log-on ID in a common staff work area to
exercise the same privileges as the instructors’. This might include the accounts payable staff, for instance.
The lowest security/capability level is that of the “guest” . These accounts
allow students to view and manage their bookings at the school site using their
account number and password information. Guest privileges do not allow
customizing of the booking sheet insofar as view dates and hours. Of course,
with on-site booking, a staff member would have this information available to
help the student or renter pilot pick the most suitable booking slot(s).
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